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The Wagners of Julius Wagner, in keeping with his earlier social success
at Heidelberg, became an active participant in the formation and development of the Texas Saengerbund, its fesThis book is intended to be a contribution to the tivals, and its anti-Slavery activities up to the eve of the
debate over assimilation versus acculturation pursued
American Civil War. Reichstein closes this section with
via a micro-level examination of the experience of two an evaluation of Julius’ modest success as the 1850s drew
branches of the same family that arrived in the United
to a close.
States in the middle of the nineteenth century. As such
it is an ambitious project and one that achieves mixed
The next section is devoted to Julius’s much more seresults.
rious older brother Wilhelm, who had followed his father
into the liberal wing of the Protestant ministry. Wilhelm
Starting with a description of the family of a well was a liberal elector in the Baden Landtag election of 1846
connected, but poor, Protestant minister in nineteenthand supported the radical cause in 1848-49 (as did his facentury Baden, Reichstein focuses first on the third son, ther). Arrested and convicted of treason in the reaction
Julius. Julius was a great success at fraternity life in Heithat followed the crushing of the revolution in Baden,
delberg, but displayed far more diligence in running up Wilhelm fled to America while he was still free on appeal.
debts than at his studies. In 1846 Julius fell in with a Choosing Wisconsin over Texas, he soon moved to fill a
group of young adventurers who had decided to emigrate pastoral opening in Freeport, Illinois and then founded
to North America. The book is particularly good in de- the Deutscher Anzeiger.
scribing the idealistic network of young radicals, which
included Julius and his friends, and their beliefs. It is also
Like his younger brother, Wilhelm was active in
clear concerning the preparation, as the well-heeled em- the creation of the lively Vereinsleben of mid-nineteenth
igrants set off “more like a hunting party than a group century German-America and helped found a Freeporter
of emigrants.” Indeed, the book’s description of the life Turnverein as well as a Freeporter Saengerbund. Reichof these German emigrants to Texas, as their ideals col- stein is particularly good on the social and political siglapsed in the face of Texas realities and their communal nificance of these movements. On the other hand, Reichexperiment dissolved, is excellent. Reichstein’s attention stein’s explorations of the origins of the American Turner
to the details of everyday life is one of the strong points of movement and of the divisions leading up to the Amerthis book. On the other hand, it is also one of its greatest ican Civil War are both badly flawed. It is also unfortuweaknesses, as Reichstein introduces the names and cir- nate that the book fails to explore why Wilhelm and his
cumstances of numerous arrivals, along with their mar- Deutscher Anzeiger continued to support the Democratic
riages and divorces, until the reader is lost among the Party when so many other Forty-Eighters and Turners
details. There are some good stories here, but the level of became active Republicans in the late 1850s, as this is
detail is excessive, even down to a dinner menu (p. 76). an area of German-American political history in need of
Still, Reichestein’s book provides a clear portrayal of the further exploration where Reichstein could have made a
development of German Texas in the 1840s and 1850s as significant contribution.
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